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EDITOR’S NOTE
What a month in the 9th Age! ETC was amazing. My initial plan was to play for Denmark, but as I didn’t make
the cut I was picked up by Ireland. My initial thoughts
were that I would go and have fun and hopefully get
to play on Team Denmark next year. Now, things are
different. After experiencing the ETC with Team Ireland, I don’t want to play for another team! This is no
slight to Team Denmark, but I had such a good time
playing for Ireland that I feel slightly patriotic to my
teammates and adopted ETC country!

The days leading up to the ETC, with my Ammertime
compatriot Casimir the Swede we travelled around
Serbia and played the ESC. Casimir with his Warriors
managed to win 2/6 of his games which was better
than he expected as it was his first 2-day tournament with them. He also got to play the host nations’
youngest player. It’s great to see young people getting
into this hobby!

The highlight of the event was meeting all the people
who share this 9th Age addiction. From my colleagues
on the 9th Age staff to “Youtube and forum personalities,” the guys you know through Universal Battle
and also my Irish teammates who I hadn’t met before
we arrived. Everyone who I encountered was super
nice and I had ten great games over the weekend! My
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results were also good. We smashed Wales in “The
Gashes” 131-29 and I ended up second best HE player
after the master, Furion himself. We also finished as
the best home nation after England which is possibly
more important than anything else!

One further highlight was an interesting army from
the German team (who actually won the tournament
in style in the final round against Spain – congrats!).
This army is made up of Lego models. It’s a little controversial, but on reflection, I quite like the idea. It’s
clear what is what all the models represent, the army
is WYSIWYG and nicely based. I can also understand
why it might not be everyone’s cup of tea, but I think
we are now playing a game where there are no “official models” and lots on the market to choose from.
This truly is a Golden Age of Tabletop Gaming, regardless whether you are using Lego models or something
from the hundreds of other companies that make
models compatible for the 9th Age.
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THE GREAT GAMES
OF ZAGJAN
Rules and background by the Orclympics STT
Welcome to the Games of Zagjan; Orclympics games in the world of The 9th Age. This game, or better, set of
games, is meant to be an introductory game to the world of fantasy wargaming related to The 9th Age and
at the same time is a “sport” stand alone set of games. The 9th Scroll will be presenting a preview of one of
the events from the Orclympics – the Masters’ Fight.
Inside a tribe, Orcs usually group themselves in
Broods, uniting all those born in the same year. Pick
an Orc Brood and take it to glory, see your Orcs fight
through a set of different games... In short, have fun
while smashing some heads!

This discipline is played on a chess board (or a similar grid with approximately 8×8 squares). The recommended number of players is 4 to 6, with each player
controlling a single Orc model on a 25×25mm base.
Each Orc has 6 Health Points. When an Orc loses its
last Health Point, it is stunned and eliminated from
the game. The last Orc standing is the winner of the
game, the last Orc to be eliminated is the runner-up,
etc.

Full Campaign
When playing the entire Orclympics, the full campaign consists of all 6 disciplines:
I. Flaming Pig Flight
II. 4 vs 4 Brawl
III. Masters’ Fight
IV. Tree Chopping Contest
V. Wild Boar Run
VI. Chariot Racing

When detailing the range of an action, the rules below will refer to “adjacent squares” and “range X
squares”. Adjacent squares are all squares touching
a given square, including diagonally, i.e. corner to
corner, which corresponds to “range 1 square”. Accordingly, “range 2 squares” additionally includes any
square that is touching any square that is touching a
given square, and so on.

Here we will be showcasing the Masters’ Fight!
1. The Masters’ Fight
This discipline started as a classic Boss Fight, an elaborated process allowing the best elements to confront their leadership talents. Before it could find its
way into the Orclympics, it had to change its name
because, you know, there can be only one Boss.

Note that you will need tokens for this discipline to
represent Terrain Features and Items on the Battlefield.

Tonight, we are going to witness the most brutal combat in the story of the Orclympics! Tonight, the Black Pikes and the Iron Boys, two of the most solid Broods competitors fight each other, for the Warlord Championship!! Are you ready? For the
supporting fellas watching this from the steps, from the deepest mud of the Volsk there
he is, piggies and gentlemen, with a weight of nine hundred thirty pounds, Dugek the
Blooded Eye!!!
On the other corner of the square and candidate to the title, ever hungry for glory
and for meat, iron clad, bad tempered and really evil, from the darkest cavern of the
Barren Mountains, with weighing one thousand fifty six pounds, Zigbol the Stubborn Fist!!!
Are you ready fellas? Fighting boys, are you ready? LET’S RUMBLEEEEE!!!
- Introduction by Gippa the Bard to the Masters’ Fight of the 4th Games of
Zagjan, under Warlord Gog
[transcribed from carvings found on a totem near East Augea]
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1.2 Orc Broods
Players choose a Brood for their team at the beginning of the game, or, if playing a campaign, play the
Brood that they chose at the beginning of the Orclympics. Each Brood may have different stats or skills
Bloodshed Games: If a rule or situation is unclear, representing their strengths:
choose the solution that results in the bigger bloodshed for all the Orcs involved, or just the solution that
causes the biggest chaos on the Battlefield.
1.1 The most important rule
This game isn’t meant to be competitive. You may encounter situations that you won’t know how to solve.
In this case, apply the following rule:

Common Orc

Ferral Orc

Iron Orc

Combat Skill

4

4

3

Health Points

6

6

7

Ability

March Training: The model can move 1 additional
square during each Move
and Jump action.

Feral Fury: The model can
perform two Smash actions
against the same target for a
single Action Point, but the
Combat Skill for the second
Smash is worsened to 5. If the
Orc rolls a natural 1 to hit on
the first attack, it cannot perform the second attack.

Mountain of Steel: The
model’s Combat Skill is
improved by 1 and it gains
+1 Health Point (already
included in the profile).

2. Setting up the game
The fighting pit where the Orcs will battle is represented by a chess board. Scattered around the fighting pit,
the Orcs will encounter different Terrain Features and
Items, represented by tokens (see the table below).
Randomly place 4 randomly determined Terrain Fea-

tures and 8 randomly determined Items on the chess
board. There can never be more than one token on a
square. Orcs ignore Items during their Move actions,
but they can Grab an Item if they are on a square that
contains an Item token.

Token

Type

Effect

Pit

Terrain

Orcs cannot move onto or through squares with a Pit.

Platform

Terrain

Mace

Item

When an Orc is about to enter a square with a Platform, roll a D6.
On a roll of 2+, the Orc successfully climbs the Platform and completes its movement. On a roll of 1, the Orc cannot move any further during this Move action (however, the Move action is used up).
An Orc ignores being Knocked Down while standing on a Platform.
An Orc using a Mace adds +1 to its rolls on the Smash Table.

Spear

Item

Shield

Item

Helmet

Item

Throwing axe

Item

While using a Spear, the range of a Smash action is increased by 1
square.
Smash Rolls made against an Orc using a Shield suffer -1.
An Orc using a Helmet can turn the next “Proper fightin!” result
suffered on the Smash Table into a “Smash!” result. One use only,
discard the Token from the game after using it.
When using a Throwing Axe, an Orc can perform a Smash action
with a range of 4 squares. One use only, discard the Token from the
game after using it.
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3. Deployment
Each player rolls a D6 to determine the Initiative Order for deployment (this Initiative Order will also be
used for the first Game Turn, see below). If there is a
tie, the players who rolled the tie roll their dice again
until there no longer are any ties amongst the players.
Starting with the player with the highest result, followed by the second highest, and so on, each player
deploys their Orc on any square that does not contain
any tokens nor models.

Move actions can be performed in any direction (horizontally, vertically, diagonally), but only to squares
that do not contain any other models. An Orc can
Move less than its full distance, perform another action, and then move the rest of its Move distance.

4.2.2 Recover
If an Orc has been Knocked Down, it can perform a
Recover action to attempt to get up Once per Turn.
Roll a D6:
4. Game Turns
• On a roll of 2+, the Orc successfully gets up.
In this discipline, the Orcs have a no quarter free-for- • On a roll of 1, the Orc remains Knocked Down. In
all fight. They will move around the fighting pit lookaddition, any Item the Orc was carrying is Dropped
ing for better positions, weapons to use against other
(see Grab an Item below).
competitors, and enemies to smash.
4.2.3 Grab an Item
4.1 Game Turn Sequence
An Orc that is on a square containing an Item can perAt the start of each Game Turn, each player rolls a D6 form a Grab an Item action to pick up the Item. There
to determine the Initiative Order for the Game Turn. are different types of Items with different game efPlayers that roll a tie roll again until there no longer fects (see 2. Setting up the Game). An Orc can only
are any ties amongst the players. The player with the carry one Item at a time. If it Grabs an Item while carhighest result has the Initiative during this Game Turn rying another Item, the carried Item is Dropped.
and will be the first to activate their Orc and perform
its actions, followed by the player with the second Drop an Item: When an Orc has to Drop the Item it is
highest roll, etc. In the first Game Turn, use the Initia- carrying (when failing to Recover, Grabbing an Item
tive Order determined in 3. Deployment.
while carrying another Item, or due to rolling Oomph!
on the Smash Table), the Item is placed on an adja• The player with the highest Initiative activates cent square chosen by the owner (if all adjacent
their Orc and performs up to 2 actions with the squares already contain tokens, the Dropped Item is
model.
discarded from the game). Note that you can Drop an
• Repeat step 2 for all other players in the previous- Item onto a square that contains an Orc.
ly determined Initiative Order.
• Once all Orcs have been activated and performed 4.2.4 Smash
their actions, the Game Turn ends and a new one Once per Turn, an Orc can perform a Smash action
begins.
against another Orc that is on an adjacent square.
Roll a D6, referred to as Smash Roll, and compare the
4.2 Actions
result with the attacking Orc’s Combat Skill:
After its activation, each Orc has 2 Action Points, • If the result is equal to or higher than the Combat
which it can spend in order to perform up to two
Skill, the attack is successful and the attacker rolls
actions from the list below during its Initiative Step
on the Smash Table to determine the damage.
in this Game Turn. Each action costs a single Action • If the dice result is lower than the Combat Skill,
Point unless specifically stated otherwise. Actions
the attack misses and nothing else happens.
that cannot be performed more than once per activation (i.e. Smash, Jump, Stomp, Recover) are marked 4.2.5 Stomp
with “Once per Turn”.
Once per Turn, an Orc can perform a Stomp action
against a Knocked Down Orc on an adjacent square.
4.2.1 Move
Stomp follows the rules of Smash, with a +1 modifier
When an Orc performs a Move action, the model can to the roll on the Smash Table on the following page.
move 2 squares. The model can only move 1 square,
if it is Knocked Down.
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4.2.6 Jump
Once per Turn, an Orc that is on a square with a Platform can perform a special Smash action referred
to as Jump. It can move up to 3 squares and resolve
a Smash action. During the Jump, an Orc can move
d6 roll

through occupied squares or Pits, but must end its
movement on a square that does not contain any
Orc, from where it is able to perform a Smash action
against another Orc.

Effect

1 or less*

Oomph! - The attacking Orc puts all its strength into a single punch, but fails miserably,
inflicting no damage, and Drops any Item it was carrying. Oomph indeed!
2
Nope! - The attacking Orc fails to wound its enemy. The target does not suffer any damage.
3-5
Smash! - The attacking Orc makes some good old smashing. The target loses 1 Health
Point.
6 or more
Proper fightin! - The Orc lands a critical hit. The target loses 1 Health Point and gets
Knocked Down**. If it already is Knocked Down, it loses 2 Health Points instead.
*A natural 1 on the Smash Table, regardless of any modifiers, always counts as Oomph!.
**Knocked Down: An Orc that is Knocked Down can only choose Move and Recover as actions. Also, it cannot benefit from any Items it carries. Lay the model on its side to represent that it is Knocked Down
5. Feats and Victory Conditions
In a campaign, each Feat below will award 1 Victory
Point to the first player completing it during a game.
The winner of the campaign (or event) is the one with
the most victory points.
Feat

Condition

Flying Menace

Perform a Jump action that damages an enemy Orc.

Sweat Dreams

Knock Down an enemy Orc.

My Precious...

Perform at least 3 Grab an Item actions during the game.

Who’s Next?

Eliminate an enemy Orc from the game.

No Quarter!

Perform a Stomp action that damages an enemy Orc.
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ASK THE SAGE

Article by Scottish Knight

1) Herr Selig, recently I became aware that the Cuatls of Saurian society are considered a
new development, perhaps a response to the daemonic incursions of the Age of Waste. However, the famous Equitan tapestry reproducing the world hymn shows what seems to be such a
creature as far back as the first age. Is this perhaps an error in the replication? Or how might
such difference be explained?
A scholar's question, which deserves a scholar's answer. What I wouldn't give to work with
you on a treatise on the intricacies of Saurian history.
There are two conflicting pieces of information which relate to this issue. First, it seems clear
from the scraps of history and legend which survive from the Dawn Age, that the Cuatl
were present in that time. In fact, they dominated at the time, even among the Saurians
themselves. There are too many pieces of circumstantial evidence which corroborate this to
discount it as false.
The second element is the issue you have referred to - centuries back, but long since the Dawn
Age had passed, there was an...emergence of cuatl. From their presence being limited to nothing but myth and ancient history, there began to be recorded sightings - albeit still rare and
scattered across the world.
I'm afraid I don't currently have the answer to why this discrepancy exists. For some reason,
the Cuatl disappeared from across the world at around the same time. Then, years later, they
returned just as suddenly as they had departed.
During the intervening period, who can say what occurred. I've heard theories ranging from
the Cuatl crossing into the Immortal Realm, and only returning on the need of their people,
to a secret valley conclave into which they retreated until the world had moved on and was
ready for their talents. Another supposition has them all hunted down systematically, until
they no longer posed any threat to the other races.
Lastly, the theory that the Cuatl were forced to lay low. The danger they presented was well
known, they were the monster’s children to be feared, and would be hunted so long as a trace
could be found. Remove the trace, and the trail went cold. In time, even the longest-lived
hunters died off, and the need for secrecy lessened. Although this would have required an
incredible level of cooperation.
Much of this will remain speculative, unless the Saurians themselves decide to impart some
of their secrets. I invite my more learned readers to propose their own answers to this conundrum, perhaps we can test our theories together.
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2) Herr Selig, if you shaved a Dwarf, a Vermin and a Wildhorn; which creature would you
find had the most hair?
From the highbrow, to the low. I know they say there are no stupid questions, but I wonder
at times if I am wasted upon my audience! Still, very well, let me treat your enquiry with
some level of professional rigour.
To begin, the distinctions between the pelts of each of the creatures in question should likely
be apparent from observation. Dwarves possess hair much like our own, if a little thicker and
denser. They would not look out of place among humans from the coldest of climes, though
they do have longer lives, and the opportunity to grow much more extensive facial hair, an
often remarked on feature and one they seem to place some prestige in.
With regards to the Beasts, this is a simple enough answer, if a little imprecise. It can vary
significantly, with the many varieties of observed breeds in the world. Most common though
is a thick and wiry coat, usually of a deep brown hue, perfect for blending into undergrowth.
Vermin present with as many colours as the common rat, all manner of blacks, browns, greys,
whites. Most unique is a distinctive reddish colour, most associated with warlike groups, said
to conceal the blood of wounds. Each individual differs, with some being as well kept and
soft-furred as any house pet, others being matted and dirt-caked, in accordance with their
station.
I hope this has been informative. As for your original question, I lack the experimental information to give a definitive answer. Based on the surface area and fur length and density,
my educated guess would be the Wildhorn would form the biggest pile. At which point three
angry and naked creatures would pull off your arms and legs. Enjoy!
3) Herr Selig, what are the different languages of Vetia? How are they classified?
Ah, languages! a particular interest of mine. Many people are understandably fascinated by
them, but most find themselves confined to learning just the one or two most relevant to their
lives. But Vetia is a land rich in linguistic variety, even if it’s not obvious at first.
Let’s begin with the three largest and most obvious extant human languages families: the
Avran languages, the Karin languages and the Volskan languages.
The Avran languages are those that stem from the original Avrasi language, called by its
own speakers Avratinum. That language is still used across Vetia by the church of Sunna
and by many of Vetia’s premier educational institutions. Naturally, it’s one I myself have
studied at length. That Empire once spanned from Avras itself as far as the northern shores
of Equitaine, and the language is plainly the ancestor of modern Equitan, Destrian and
Aeturian - the latter being the primary language in western Arcalea.
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The Karin languages are spoken throughout the great lands of Sonnstahl and north into
Åskland. There are a number of closely related languages (or dialects, if you prefer - it all
depends on your perspective) within Sonnstahl, but the more distantly related Åsklander
tongues bear strong resemblances that make their lineage unmistakable.
The Volskan languages are spoken throughout the Volskan region, both within the nation of
Volskaya and without. Note the subtly different names: Volska and Volskaya - both derived
from the river Volsk, but one being a region and larger cultural group, while the other is a
nation!
These three families cover the majority of the land in Vetia, but they are not the only ones
here. In eastern Arcalea there is Glaucan, the ancient language of the proud Myran people,
which, while it appears to be of the same tree as the Avran languages, is a much more ancient
branch. Glaucan is the language most likely to be heard on the streets of Avras today, despite
the efforts of the Equitan influences there.
We must also not forget the languages of other sapients in the region. Most strikingly, the
dwarven language, named Adroz by its speakers, is spread throughout the mountainous regions. Frequently encountered by traders, it appears to have influenced the development of
the southern Karin languages. In addition, the elven languages are found here: in the sylvan
people of Wyscan and other forests. There exist no extensive written records of the Sylvan
tongue, since they do not have a literary culture, but, their descendants have left remnants
of the Old Elven language in ruins across western Vetia, and even a few terms that are still
used in Equitan today. Of peculiar interest: the Brezanne people seem to be unique in being
the only humans to speak a language descended from Elven - though most elves would argue
that point fiercely.
Sadly, I have not been even close to exhaustive - but this should give you a good place from
which to commence your own investigations. If you should find yourself in possession of ancient texts, you must send them to me at once, so they can be added to our collective understanding of this fascinating topic!
4) What music band is currently fashionable in Sonnstahl?
Band? There are those which accompany military battalions, though I am not certain they
are in great demand among the great and the good. Even the most popular one, going by
"Sonnstahlica" or some such nonsense, is only known among the rabble.
Newfangled orchestras perform in the great cities, playing whatever the most popular pieces
of the day are, or whatever their paymaster may require, though the more common bards
and troubadours tend to be the mainstay of balls and feasts.
12
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Composers are the true virtuosos, crafting new works from thin air, and implementing their
vision in the hands of other performers. Many of the most sought after works originate in
Equitaine, their baroque styles being very much of the moment. Elven works are always
popular among nobility too - or at least the watered down interpretations which pass for
elven with the aristocracy.
5) Do the HE allow humans or other humanoids to enter their island?
I believe I have referred in the past to opportunities to consult texts at one of the great elven
universities on Celeda Ablan. It was one of the finer moments of my academic career, but it
was not without risk. Humans, and any other outsider, who visit the elven cities on Celeda
Ablan take their life in their own hands.
Provided you are wise, listen to your minders, and don't stray beyond the permitted spaces,
you should survive to return to the ships in harbour. Yet the highborn are difficult to predict at times, and easily offended. Even without knowing it, one can ruin their reputation
irreparably with their hosts.
Just to enter the Pearl Harbour one must await their approval upon the desolate Rock, some
way off the coast, to be vetted and scrutinised at their leisure. I have waited a week there
before, only to be turned away for little more reason than the wrong form of greeting from
the captain of the ship I travelled upon. Fortunately, a makeshift market upon the Rock has
sprung up, to prevent such journeys from being a complete waste.
Discussions of the defensive situation of their home island is difficult at best, but the Highborn Elves do maintain military forces across their island, suggesting they are at least conscious of threats arriving on the island - or some which may already exist. One rumour said
a scrapling infestation had taken root in marshes to the southeast of Celeda Ablan. If true,
that would be remarkable, and perhaps embarrassing. I wouldn't raise it with an elf in whose
good books you wish to remain.
6) Where do the DH royal lineages come from? Are they for descended from a god, chosen
by achievements or chosen among the patriarchs of each clan? Is it a hereditary monarchy?
Where can I read more about DH?
Most dwarven Holds operate as a gerontocracy, and do not even believe in gods, let alone
descend from them! I don't have time to go into more detail right now, since I can hear my
manservant ringing the bell for second breakfast, but I believe that there will be passable
if academically lacklustre information about the dwarven holds published soon by my colleague Johannes Strabo. If you can call a clearly inferior mind a "colleague"
13

ETC: NOVI SAD 2019 WINNERS
Article by Henrypmiller
INTERVIEW
I was lucky enough to experience the ETC this year in Novi Sad, Serbia. What a week. The highlight for me was
meeting all the amazing people who share my passion for the 9th Age game and who had all come together
to see which country was the best in the world!

As I was playing for team Ireland, we were lucky (or
unlucky, depending on how you think about it) to play
Germany in the first round… Germany were the eventual winners of the event so you can imagine how the
round went. Nevertheless, they were not the clear
winners throughout the tournament. Spain, Poland,
US and several other teams were also rotating on the
top tables. Going into the final round Germany needed a big Net win of +13 points over Spain to win the
tournament. So, nothing was certain!
The below interview is with German Player Henrik
(who gave me a sound thrashing in the first round
with his Dread Elves) and Paul (German Daemon Legion Player), which will hopefully give us mere mortals an idea about what it takes to be the best team
in the world.
All the pictures in this article were taken by:
The Lens Viking –
https://www.facebook.com/thelensviking.dk/

Q: How does it feel to be the winners of the ETC
2019?
Henrik: Awesome and a little unexpected. I felt like
we had a chance in the beginning but I didn’t imagine
us winning the whole tournament.
Paul: Great. What else can you say.
Q: When did you start preparing for the 2019 ETC?
Henrik: I started playing my list pretty much after ETC
2018. I just wanted to test he Oracle on Dragon and
it ended up performing pretty well. Back then I didn’t
know it would end up being my ETC List for 2019.
Paul: Probably right after last years ETC. Some of us
started a new army. Thomas had a great idea to build
his new UD army out of VC miniatures and ended up
with 8 Black Coaches as chariots and Scrub started
to paint his beautiful frog army and ended up using
them as OK.
We elected our team captain in November and the
deadline for the team application was the 31st of December. But the real training started in 2019.

14
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Q: What kind of preparation did you do? How many
games did you play?
Henrik: My preparation was playing as much as possible. I played a lot of games on Universal Battle (UB)
as bootcamps and tournaments. I think it was around
120 games with my DE. Usually I was testing the same
list but sometimes, I tried other combinations. Additionally, I played different armies and lists to avoid
getting bored by playing the one over and over again.
It was important to prepare the top teams (Russia,
Poland, Spain, Denmark, Sweden, England, France,
etc). Although at the time the lists were published
I felt like I had already seen and also played against
most of the list archetypes.

Paul: For me it was the game against the Russian VC.
It was the only game where I was completely satisfied
with my performance and decision making throughout the game.
But I have to say that I had six really good games
against great opponents.
Q: Was there any point in which you thought that
you wouldn’t win the tournament? What was going
through your mind in the last round, needing a big
win of 93 points over Spain to win the tournament?
Henrik: Actually, on Saturday evening when we knew
that we had to play against Belgium in the fifth round
and the chance of us playing against Spain in the
last game was pretty high, I had a bad feeling. Spain
won against Italy which was scary and after they
won against Poland I doubted us beating them with
enough points. However, our captain’s motivational
speech before the game against them put me in a
positive mood for the game. I knew we had a chance
to win.
Paul: We didn't go to the ETC with the expectation to
win. We were aiming for top five but winning was always possible. On Saturday we knew it was likely that
we would be playing Spain in round six. They stomped
Italy and we were a little scared they would do the
same to Poland. It would be a really frustrating match
up for us to play them if they have already won the
tournament.

Paul: In total we had 6 boot camps. At these camps
we met from Friday to Sunday and played as many
games as we could.
We had a boot camp to test the rosters of the other teams at WTC. We had 10 applicants to the team
who were split into two equally strong teams for
WTC. After the tournament the final ETC team was
announced.

When we calculated that we still had a chance of winning we were pumped! We knew it wouldn't be an
easy task. But we decided that it would be do or die
now. Our plan was playing to win and not trying to
secure a safe draw.

Two more boot camps later, we figured out the final rosters for ETC and had a last boot camp to test
against the lists of other strong nations to validate our
estimations we wrote in our pairings- Big shout out to
Frederick who let us use the club rooms of the TGH
for our boot camps!

If Spain made any mistakes this tournament than it
was giving us a small chance of winning. After our
motivation circle right before the match everyone
was super hyped to win this tournament.

With all the boot camps and tournaments everyone
had at least 60 games.
Q: Which was the best game of the tournament?
Henrik: That’s a hard one. All of the games were nice
and exciting. My list usually doesn’t provide relaxing
games, so all the games, expect the first and the last
one were action-packed. My 2nd game, against the
UD of France, was super fun and exciting till the end,
even though I lost. It was probably the best game of
my tournament.
15
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Q: Is there anything specifically that makes your
team a winning team?
Henrik: That’s hard to say, since i don’t see that much
of the other teams outside of the etc. Our team was
fairly new to the ETC environment. Two of us have
never played at an ETC before and for one of us it was
the first time for Germany. We also had some players
that had way more experience. It was a good combination. We also had more aggressive lists compared
to what Germany usually brings to the ETC. This could
have helped us place higher than expected.
Paul: Our team spirit this year war crazy good. We
weren't just 10 dudes going to a tournament, we
were 10 good friends spending our vacation together
and playing 9th Age. Mistakes happen and bad luck
too. But as a team we stood behind each other and
we could really feel a bond between us.
Another important thing this year was, that everyone brought a list they enjoyed playing. For example, in 2013 and 2015 safe lists were the main goal.
This made our parings a but harder, but in the end it
turned out to be the right decision.
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Q: What are the hopes and dreams for next years
ETC?
Henrik: For me personally, my goal is to get into the
team again. Winning again next year is obviously a
dream.
Paul: Winning again would be insane. I hope that our
team spirit will stay as it is and that we get more good
results.
Q: Will you be doing anything differently next year?
Henrik: I hope not. “If it’s not broken, don’t fix it” –
that is to say, what we did worked well so we should
try and emulate the same as we did this year. Sadly, I
am not sure if I can keep on playing as much as I did
last year. We shall see!
Paul: Playing more games is always the goal. My personal motivation is high right now. In many games I
noticed that my idea of how the game would go was
not correct because I was used to playing against
specific play styles. This year I want to make a step
outside of our small German bubble and get to know
the meta in other communities. I want to play more
games on UB against people from other countries and
I definitely want to attend more tournaments outside
Germany.
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BONDY VS THE ETC:
THE FINAL CHAPTERS

Article by Chris Bond

ETC is over, which means I can finally talk about specifics when it comes to my list and what I was hoping to
achieve. I was playing Sylvan Elves, which aren’t considered to be a top-tier army. In fact, they were one of
the least chosen armies at the event. However, this was the army which I had been playing almost exclusively
for the past year and felt most comfortable playing.
My list for the event was as follows:
730 - Forest Prince; Dragon, Sylvan Longbow, Sylvan
Blades, Titanic Might (Sylvan Blades)
445 - Druid; Shamanism, Elven Horse, Magical, Heirloom, Wizard Master.
320 - Chieftain; Battle Standard, Blade Dancer, Sylvan
Blades, Hero's Heart (Sylvan Blades), Aether Icon.
305- Dryad Ancient; General, Druidism, Scarred Bark,
Wizard adept.
386 - 20x Dryads; Champion.
336 - 8x Heath Riders; Heath Hunters, Musician
205 - 2x 5x Heath Riders; Heath Hunters.
510 - 2x 5x Thicket Beasts, Champion.
445- 12x Blade Dancers, Standard Bearer, Champion,
Aether Icon.
100 - 1x Forest Eagle
4497 points total
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The list contains a few elements that aren’t particularly common in Sylvan Elf lists; in particular the
mounted Druid and the large unit of Blade Dancers.
These were units which I had tested into oblivion prior to submitting the list and which I think are really
underrated. The Heath Hunters work well as mobile
“bunker” units in for my wizard master, which also
double up as chaff when need be. This meant that my
wizard was rarely threatened and could always easily get in range to provide buffs with relatively short
range spells such as Awaken the Beast or the Hereditary spell.
The Hereditary was particularly important in the list
as it could be applied to any of my combat threats
to give a small combat buff. Most importantly, it also
gives stubborn to the Blade Dancers and Thicket
beasts.
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The Aftermath
The games themselves at the ETC did not go entirely
to plan for me, or the team. Largely I felt that we did
well in our pairings and managed to get ourselves the
matchups we wanted. Unfortunately, the results weren’t quite there when it came to it on the table. I can’t
speak for others in the team but personally I think this
was down to sloppy play on my behalf meaning that
I didn’t get as many points as I could out of certain
rounds and missed my predictions in others.

Both me and the team considered the list itself to be
strong enough to hold its own as an all comers list
with very few terrible matchups; even damage from
Pyromancy can be mitigated to an extent. This meant
that we could ultimately be more flexible with pairings as I was reasonably comfortable with almost anything that could be thrown at me. The fact that the
list has five combat threats also means that it punishes mistakes quite well and can very quickly cause
problems if not zoned correctly, giving potential for
some surprise big wins.

Round 1 - Portugal BH - Prediction: Draw - Result:
13-7 - (Overall 65-95)
Admittedly, I did ride a bit of luck in this game and a
10-10 draw may have been a fairer score. Some early success shooting off a giant certainly helped and
I used my fast cavalry to frenzy bait a minotaur-star
and two Gortachs for the first few turns to buy myself
time.

This was reflected in the pairings data which I submitted to the team before the event. For those who
aren’t involved in team tournaments, this consisted
of a review of every list submitted for the event and
marking each one on how well I thought I would be
able to score against it. This was based purely on lists
at first, leaving out objectives and the quality of the
players themselves.

On turn 5 I made the decision to commit the Blade
Dancers, Dragon and a Thicket Beast unit into the
front of the mino-star and bounced off; ultimately
resulting in the death of the dragon and a failure to
get a much bigger win. My mistakes here were twofold. Firstly, poor positioning of units meant that I was
forced to be creative to get everything in contact,
which resulted in the oversight of the Dragon only
touching the minotaur BSB (and therefore not able to
attack rank and file).

I had most of my matchups marked as a “draw” - ie.
scoring between 8 and 12 points- and over the course
of the event I was paired into four draws and one
“small win”. The overwhelming aim of these games
was not to win as big as possible but to ensure that
I was meeting my predictions. However, as we’ll see,
that didn’t always work out as planned!
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Secondly, I went for the riskier attempt to break the
unit in one round and went for an offensive dance
with the Blade Dancers rather than the ward save.
Better decision making could have resulted in a much
bigger win for the team.
Round 2 - Scotland BH - Prediction: Small Loss - Result: 0-20 - (Overall 70-90)
Game 2 was the only one in the event where I felt
that I was comprehensively outplayed. Tim and I had
played a game previously with very similar lists where
I came out on top and this time, he really tightened
up his play. Triple Cyclops made it very difficult for me
to get the dragon into the game and Tim consistently
ensured that I wasn’t given any easy charges.
Despite this, I managed to use some creative chaff
play (charging heath hunters into Cyclops to pin them
for a turn!) to build myself some space and had an
opportunity to break through the battleline and take
control of the game. Unfortunately, Tim’s good positioning meant that this hinged on making a 9 on dice
swiftstride charge with the Dragon. My coach told me
to go for it, I failed it and the rest snowballed from
there.
Round 3 - Netherlands DL - Prediction: Draw/Small
Win- Result: 8-12 loss - (Overall 79-81)
This game was disappointing for me. With double
Omen of Savar and three units of Hellhounds there
was plenty of fast magic and combat threats for me to
deal with, but I think I did a great job of taking control
of the board and the objective early on.

notaur and breaking the BSB and Warlord, I failed to
run them down with four pursuing units.

Unfortunately, the entire game swung on two failed
(re-rollable) tests from the Hellhounds special rule
and, importantly, on me giving the benefit of the
doubt to my opponent on an overrun which looking
back shouldn’t have been possible to make. Had I
been less amenable, I would have kept the objective
and around 1000 points. Lesson learned!

I was chasing the 20 but ended up with 13. I should
have stuck with the 18 I was getting before hand and
not taken the risk; especially with the overall round
so close.

I took the decision to charge them again with the
Dragon and Blade Dancers and came within one
wound of killing the Warlord, before comprehensively losing the Dancers and BSB next round.

Round 4 - Bulgaria BH - Prediction: Draw - Result:
13-7 win - (Overall 80-80)

Round 5 - Turkey DH - Prediction: Draw - Result:
2-18 loss - (Overall 60-100)
All I can say about this was that it was a cagey and
very enjoyable game that was ruined by the stupidest
and most needless errors I made all tournament.

Another Beast Herds game, another mino-star. This
game was looking like a huge win to me until I made
the mistake of overcommitting when completely unnecessary. After killing every single rank-and-file mi-

An eagle left within 6 inches of the Dragon, which
was covering a flank and ensuring a draw on objective, caused a failed panic test and the death of said
Dragon. My wizard bunker was needlessly risked in
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I managed to kill the unit, but sadly couldn’t quite finish off the characters in there to secure a bigger win.
Overall, Team Wales came placed at 28th; which may
not seem fantastic but as we were 1 point ahead of
Scotland, it doesn’t matter too much. I was happy
with the way I played but can pinpoint places in every
game where my play can be improved.

order to get spell range. 8 models in the unit. 4 Gyrocopter shots: 4 kills. One cannonball through my
Wizard’s head.
My opponent played well and punished me for my
mistakes, but I only had myself to blame on this one.
To make matters worse, the team got capped! I have
been trying particularly hard this year to cut silly mistakes out of my game, so this one stung a bit.
Round 6 - Serbia ID - Prediction: Small Win - Result:
13-7 win - (Overall 100-60)
Thankfully, my Round 6 opponent was a really friendly guy and I had a great game 6 to wind down after
the disappointments of Round 5.

It was fantastic getting games against brand new
skilled opponents and I learned a lot. Particularly that
I hate Minotaur Warlords and that I shouldn’t stay out
drinking until 5am when I have to set off to the airport at 7am.

Ordinarily, ID would be a difficult matchup, but I had
this one down as a win due to the only combat threats
being a Steam Hammers Infernal Engine and a huge
unit of Immortals. I made the most of my movement
advantage the game swung on one big combat where
I charged the Dryads, both Thicket Beast units, and
the Dragon into the Immortal block.

The event had a great atmosphere and I’d definitely
recommend it to players that are thinking of attending; the only downside was the heat!
Hopefully I’ll be back at the ETC next year to have another stab at not getting my Dragon killed repeatedly!
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THE LENS VIKING

Article by Henrypmiller

Some Pictures from this Years ETC provided by The Lens Viking
https://www.facebook.com/thelensviking.dk/
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INFERNAL DWARF LAB UPDATE

Article by ID LAB Team

Overlords, the time for resurgence is coming!
In the last edition of The 9th Scroll, we discussed Artilleries, Taurukh and the four churches. We loved your
reaction to the build-a-bear war-machine concept, and don't worry we have been listening to your comments
on the churches. Especially about how not to make it overcomplicated. So don't worry, it's going to be more a
way to differentiate the Prophets of each church than something that will split the army into factions.
In this update we will be starting with Vassals. That's
right, Vassals not Hobgoblins. Let me explain. Infernal
Dwarves have many Vassal States under their dominion, of which Hobgoblins compose the bulk but not all
of them. This means that Hobgoblin models are perfectly valid because they still are the most prevalent
Vassals. However, for those that find them unappealing, there are alternatives. Especially with their now
more humanlike stat line.
They will have a focus on out-flanking and punching
weak-spots rather than fighting head-on like dwarves
should do. Using Spears, Shields, Paired Weapons
and, of course, they will still be a source of light
ranged damage thanks to their bows.
There are new reinforcements that are joining the
Vassal force. Sometimes a Vizier may lead them to
battle haranguing and encouraging them from a pulpit. Also it will not be strange to find minor magic users in the vassalized states.
It's not less important that we are introducing a new
mechanic for focusing Vassal Infantry more into their
support role. We are also working on a new method
for making foes flammable.
There will be a global mechanic in the army for unifying the flammable synergies within it. The idea is
that this synergy will be more wide spread than before and that it will be standardized by applying Flammable Tokens to enemy units. These tokens will be
consumed by Flaming Attacks.
From here we can talk about the Kadim Titan. Prepare
yourself for this colossus being much more relevant
for the army when you field it. It will work as a flammable synergy engine that will make it a central piece
of any army.
Kadims aren't very skilled fighters, but the Kadim
Titan's fire now burns hotter than ever! Literally.
Kadims are more dangerous because their flaming
nature that lets them cut across any terrain (except
water), rather than because of being mad berserkers.
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They aren't as uncontrollable as before, but they have
a link with their contract holders that will make them
more efficient when close to these dwarves.
With the following background piece, I am going to
close this reveal. Now remember, things are still in
flux, please don't buy or modify any models based on
this article yet. We need you to comment and give
feedback, so we know where we are going right and
wrong with this.
And now... there have been whispers of unknown
kinds of Kadim, harnessed and shackled, and the
turning of great spiked wheels.
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May the Great Shepherd continue to shield our realm from the Dwarves of the Burning Lands.
I write this in my spare moments before leaving on an expedition embarked
upon by an accursed priest of Lugar. The Lugarite Dwarf leading this expedition
arrogantly struts bare chested through our encampment with a sadistic glint in his
eye. He seems very excited about a rumoured “Kadim variation”. I hope he does not
suspect I work for a free Kingdom, but assume I am one of their lickspittles from their
accursed Vassal States.

May the Great Shepherd continue to shield our realm from the Dwarves of the Burning Lands.
We have found the Beast. It is shaped like an immense animal, four-legged,
made of molten rock. Its shape obscured, swathed in burning vapours. The dwarven
priest will go to negotiate with it tomorrow. My heart trembles. Any sane man would
run from it, but the priest will go alone. I see him now. Burning. Blazing. He walked
into the burning place without even the armour his guards wear, smiling. They are
surely fiends in the flesh of mortals, and his eyes blazed with fire.

May the Great Shepherd have mercy on my soul.
The Beast has returned with us. Being in its presence is akin to a furnace. It
followed the priest back to the encampment and stepped into the strange statue. The
Beast pulls the metal wagon now, rather than the oxen. Sometimes the priest and the
Beast talk in a tongue that rakes my mind with nightmares of fire. Nothing makes
sense. How can we hope to stand against beings who command such fearsome power?

The priest tells me to write this. He knew from the beginning that I was no true
servant. He says to tell you that my cunning was never a match for the Disciples
of Lugar. I was allowed to witness the taming of the Beast because I am to be an
emissary. I am to warn the Great Shepherd of what we will face should we not bend
the knee. Please. For the sake of our families - do not resist them.
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WHAT A DIFFERENCE A SHAPE MAKES

Article by DanT

Do things always end badly when you square up to your opponent? Are your troops out of shape? Maybe
picking different formations could help! In this article, I will give some hints, tips and thinking points for choosing formations during your games. The tips will range from basic to more advanced and will be generally applicable for most armies. Note that this article is written from a gaming perspective; if your goal is units that
look nice, and battlefield efficacy is not important, then I’m afraid this article will not contain much for you.
But all power to you anyway! Also note that by “formations” I mean the choice of width and depth of a single
unit, not the formation that an army is deployed in.
Basics
gest). Now pick one of your units, deploy it at minimal
Let us start at the very beginning. What are the things width (normally 5 for standard and 3 for large) and
that are affected by a unit’s formation?
calculate the damage that each side does. To start
with, simply go with whatever formation the enemy
• Which models can fight (i.e. who will be in base unit was in (or mostly in) during your last game.
contact with an enemy). We should consider
this for both our own unit and the units it fights Now that you have done this, change your unit to line
against.
formation, and repeat the calculation. What chang• Steadfast and breaking steadfast.
es? If the combat was good for you before, has it got
• Number of models that can shoot.
better or worse? Does it change who can be stead• What gaps the unit fits through and how it inter- fast?
acts with terrain.
• Line formation (8 wide): the unit gains extra FIER, Once you’ve got the hang of such calculations, you
and maybe extra SIER, but gets no combat resolu- can think about generalising the exercise further by
tion for ranks.
considering different formations for the enemy unit,
• How many hits area attacks get on the unit.
and by considering entirely different pairs of units.
Note that the point of this exercise is not to necesKey Principle: Combat Maths
sarily learn about which fights you win, but just to
From this list of effects that formations have, the most see how the choice of formation can influence fights.
important one is the “which models can fight” effect. Things to think about or notice when doing such
The simplest way to start thinking about possible for- calculations include: is the width enough that every
mations is to consider the maths of a specific pair of model from both sides can fight? Does it matter who
units fighting each other.
charges? Who is capable (if anyone) of being steadfast at the end of the first round? Is someone likely to
For example, pick an enemy combat unit from the last break in the first round? If not, how does the second
game you played (it needn’t be the strongest or big- round look?
Combat Example
Let us take 14 HBE Swordmasters (7x2) and 40 EoS
halberd-armed Heavy Infantry (5x8). We will assume
that steadfast units pass their break test, and that
each unit gets the expected number of kills each
round. See below for a representation of these fights.
All seven of the sword masters in the front row can
fight (five lined up exactly vs five, and then the two
corners can fight too) means 21 attacks, hitting on
2+, wounding on 2+, no saves. This equates to 14.58
dead Heavy Infantry! Let’s call it 15.
Then ten Heavy Infantry fight back on 4+/3+, and the
Swordmasters get a 6+ save. This gives 2.78 casualties; let’s call it 3 dead sword masters. The Swordmasters win, and the halberdiers are steadfast.
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Next round, another 13 halberdiers die and another 3 Swordmasters die too. The halberd-infantry are
steadfast again, then they basically all die in the third
round. If they are lucky, they kill one more elf before
dying. In conclusion, the whole unit has traded for 6-7
Swordmasters, and taken them out of the game for a
few turns.
Now put the Heavy Infantry 9 wide. Crucially note
that all 9 of the EoS troops’ files can fight against 7
swordmasters.

In the second round, the Swordmasters fight and kill
9.72 models (call it 10). The remaining 15 halberd-infantry kill 4.17 elves (call it 4), meaning the Heavy Infantry loose but are steadfast again. At this point the
EoS Infantry want to change to 5x3, because there are
only 3 Swordmasters left.
In the third round the Swordmasters kill on average
4.17 and the halberds kill 2.78 and will have a rank:
they might even draw combat! Either way, the last
Swordmaster or two will likely die in the fourth round.
Now, let us recap: the same two units fought in both
cases. But who won was changed by altering the formation that one of the units was in!
This is the most basic point I want to get across in this
article: choosing the right formation can mean the
difference between victory and defeat.

Again, in the first round the Swordmasters kill 15 infantry, then they do kill 6.94 Swordmasters; we’ll call
this 7. The Heavy Infantry are steadfast, and it doesn’t
matter that they no longer have any combat res for
ranks.

Of course, I specifically chose an example where a
formation change did make a difference. Nonetheless, if you pay attention to your games (either during or afterwards), you will see occasions where the
basic matchup between two units could have been
changed if either player had been in a different formation when the charge happened.
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Choosing Formations
Once you’ve looked at some example fights and how
formations affect them, you will need to have in mind
some possible formations when you write your army
list. Here are a few things to consider when choosing
units and their formations:
What role does the unit to have?
Is the unit damage focussed? If so, wider is likely to be
better. Is the unit focussed on having combat resolution from ranks, or having/breaking steadfast, or delivering characters? Then perhaps it wants to be minimal width in order to get maximum ranks. In general,
units that are more damage focussed (particularly if
they are standard sized with more than 1 attack) want
to go wider. Equally, all other things equal, units in
aggressive (wide) formations are likely to get

Rules of Thumb
• Put small shooting units into 2 ranks, but as narrow as possible, i.e. such that every model can
shoot.
• Big shooting units should mostly do the same so
long as they are safe to do so (i.e. not about to get
charged and broken).
• Put offensive focussed combat units 7 or 8 wide if
standard sized (typically 8 wide for smaller more
elite units, and 7 wide for big units that will benefit more from the combat resolution from ranks).

Musicians make it much easier to change formation
during the battle, so units that might want to change
formation often will benefit from these.
What size does the unit need to be to do its job efficiently?
How many ranks can the unit shoot or fight in (this is
two for most units), and therefore how many models
can ideally shoot/fight? With bigger units, generally
don’t obsess too much over an exact number of models, this is often a red herring and it doesn’t matter
too much. Having redundant bodies is great, but not
if it costs you something elsewhere.
Model size affects the minimum number of models
required for a full rank. Generally, all references to
units that are 5 wide apply to large sized units that
are 3 wide.
Line formation (8 wide) is the threshold at which
combat res is lost and FIER is gained. This means that
8,7 and 5 are normally the most common unit sizes
to think about: as narrow as possible whilst getting
ranks, as wide as possible whilst maintaining combat
res, and then the minimum size to get FIER.
Six wide is a bit of a special case that is generally less
common, and is typically seen for units with a medium number of models and a single decent attack
per model, but where maintaining ranks might be important. For example, a unit of 12 cavalry, or 24 elite
dwarfs, might want to be six wide.
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•
•

•

Put defensive focussed combat units (those with
weak attacks and/or a focus on static combat resolution rather than kills) 5 wide (or 3 wide if large).
Offensive units of large models should typically
be deployed in no more than two ranks. So 3-6
models should be deployed 3 wide, 7-8 models deployed 4 wide. However, if the model has
more than 3 attacks, and/or impact hits/stomps/
harnessed model parts are an important part of
the damage output, consider going 4 or 5 wide
instead. For example, in the currently popular UD
lists, units of 4 winged reapers are often deployed
4 wide, and units of 5 cataphracts are typically deployed 5 wide.
Large spear units often want to go 7 wide, to get
maximum attacks and rank bonus. Small spear
units probably want to go as narrow as possible,
whilst allowing every (or nearly every) model to
attack.

Complications
The combat maths and considerations above provide
the basics behind choosing unit formations. Let us
now consider some situations that make the basics
more complex.
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Physical size of the units
The formation that a unit is in determines the physical extent of the unit on the tabletop. As a result,
there are some additional considerations to take into
account. The obvious one is whether a unit can fit
through certain gaps on the table, whether between
units, terrain, or both. Perhaps a unit needs to change
formation this turn in order to charge through a particular gap next turn? In addition, some effects trigger
based on the number of models whose centre is in a
particular terrain piece, e.g. a hill. Perhaps a different
formation lets you gain the hill bonus? Or prevents
you from gaining it?

can align offset so that only one model in the front
rank can attack the character. If you were 7 wide, the
opponent must line up in such a way that three of
your front rank can attack their character.
The red unit charges the blue unit. In scenario 1, the
blue unit is 5 wide, allowing the red player to line up
as shown, and then later make way with their character to anywhere in the front rank ▼.

The frontage of units can also become important in
situations regarding multiple charges: if your unit is
super wide, it is easier for the opponent to throw lots
of units into it and have them all fight. Conversely,
if your unit is narrower, not only can the enemy not
combo charge against it so well, but it also allows you
to combine more of your own units into a single enemy unit.

In scenario 2, the character in the red unit has no
choice of where he goes, and thus can only attack
rank and file ▼.

One final note about the physical extent of wider
units: such units may find it harder to align on a busy
battlefield, and it is also more likely that a unit will
end up in their zone of advance and thus preventing
them from charging or marching.
Characters
Characters interact with unit formations in several
ways, relating to which models can attack opposing
characters. Of course, it is not always the right choice
to attack opposing characters, but assuming you want
to do so there are two things to consider.
Firstly, does going deeper allow extra attacks against
specific models? This is normally a consideration for
units with small numbers of models, for example
units of 5-6 standard cavalry going 2-3 wide in order
to focus their attacks on a specific character, or units
of 4 large cavalry who might choose to go 3+1 rather
than 4 wide, in order to direct support attacks onto a
specific character.

Equally, if you are 5 wide and your opponent puts
their unit 8 wide with the character on a corner, then
they can charge in such a way that you cannot even
attack the character, and can only fight it by subsequently increasing the width of your unit (assuming
you hold the charge) ▼.

The other thing to consider is whether the relative
widths of the two units potentially reduce the number of models that can attack the character. For example consider, two units with the same base size,
both 5 wide. If the opponent charges and has a character they want to protect on the corner, then they
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Here, the red unit is charging, allowing the player to
align as illustrated and thus keep their character safe.
Not only this, but the blue unit cannot combat reform
so that any of the models can attack the character. If
the red unit was any narrower, there would be no way
to keep the character safe.
This latter is a tactic you can adopt yourself as a way
to help keep your characters safe. In some situations,
with narrower formations, it is possible to ensure
your characters can fight (or not fight) the enemy
characters too. See below for some examples of how
formations can interact with characters.
Extra reasons to go wider
If a unit has a lot of impact hits or stomps, or the
harnessed models contribute a significant amount of
damage, then the unit is likely to want to go wider,
due to these things all requiring base contact. Also
note that units with Stubborn/bodyguard/unbreakable typically don’t require steadfast, so it is much
less of a risk to run these unit wider.
Another good reason to go wider is when playing
against area attacks, such as catapults. Deploying
your key units wide enough denies your opponent
the chance to land that “knockout shot” that could
win them the game early on. Careful judgement must
be used to not leave your units vulnerable to a charge
though, perhaps just staying wide for the first turn,
or until your support troops have killed the catapults/
other area attack threats.
Extra reasons to go narrower
Small units with multiple attacks can be more resistant to flank charges due to a change of formation. For
example, 4 chosen knights deployed 3+1. When this
unit fights to the front, it has lost two strength five
attacks and a stomp. However, if flanked, it gets an
additional full models worth of attacks, making a big
difference to which units can threaten to beat or pin
this unit with a flank charge.
If the unit is low agility or expected to fight last, consider what casualties the unit might expect to take
before it fights. There is no point carefully choosing
a formation to allow every model to attack, if it is expected that the unit will often take casualties before
it attacks.
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Particularly for smaller units, who are unlikely to be
steadfast or break steadfast anyway, consider whether you need to be full rank width wide, or whether it
is advantageous to be narrower to fit through smaller
gaps.
Also, even a unit that is generally better in line formation doesn’t always want to be in line formation. The
removal of combat res can allow some semi-resilient
single models to hold up your unit unexpectedly: consider the Heavy Infantry armed with Halberds (from
the earlier example) charging an Orc Boar Chariot.
Even in line formation, the halberds don’t expect to
do more wounds to the chariot than it does to them,
and the +3 combat res for ranks is likely to make a big
difference to whether the boar chariot breaks (potentially allowing a tasty overrun), or whether it holds for
an extra combat round or two.
Special cases: Light Troops and War Platforms
Light troops are easy to change formation with, so it is
often worth asking yourself what formation is optimal
as you move them: perhaps a weirdly wide or narrow
formation is useful. But don’t get caught out by being
in a funny formation and getting charged, or blocking
your own units, or easily bouncing off the table when
they flee because they have an unusual footprint.
War platforms take up lots of space in units, which is
often a good way to ensure steadfast. It is essential
to consider what kind of war platform it is, what job
it has and the properties of the unit it is in. If it is
good at fighting sideways, then consider going wider
with your unit such that the war platform sticks out
at the back and is therefore able to fight across the
gap if the unit is flanked. Also consider how the width
of the unit can control charging enemies, particularly
single models. For example, consider a vermin swarm
pendulum in a unit of plague brotherhood deployed
6 wide (with the pendulum taking up 3 of these): any
single model with frontage less than 60mm MUST
line on the side of the pendulum with two brotherhood models (as it is forced to maximise the number of models in contact). This can be used to keep
a character safe, set up easier counter charges and
other shenanigans.
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Advanced plays
The Delay - Sometimes it can be advantageous to
choose a formation that explicitly won’t stop the opposing unit from being steadfast, such as if you want
to break them in their turn rather than when you
charge them. This might require a clever choice of
initial formation and then a reform. Make sure you
don’t get caught out by an opposing counter-charge
and most importantly, you still need to win the combat the turn you charge!
The Dart (▶) - Super narrow units can serve several
purposes: it minimises attacks on them (perhaps they
are stubborn or unbreakable, or just good enough to
only lose by a few)-including stubborn, unbreakable,
undead, roadblocks, damnation Forsworn, but also
allows them to maximise attacks on specific characters/models (e.g to assassinate wizard). It also allows
good/easy wheels, making the units surprisingly laterally mobile.

The Sweep - The idea behind this tactic is to deploy a
unit very wide in order to prevent enemy units from
getting around your battle line. This can be particularly useful if your opponent has done say a refused
flank, but has some chaff/shooting/light units on their
refused flank. A single unit of yours, deployed wide,
can take up enough table space to protect your whole
flank against those light units (literally sweeping them
up whilst only requiring one unit to be diverted from
the main advance into your opponent’s army. This is
particularly useful against avoidance lists. See below
for an example deployment.

The Omnipresent - Very long or narrow formations
can allow units to be in range of two key battlefield
points at once. This could be for example, being
within general range whilst claiming an objective, or
claiming an objective whilst getting a wizard into spell
range of a specific target.

Here (▲), the blue cavalry unit has been deployed in a long line. This allows it to protect a wide area on the
flank of the main battleline and sweep up the harassing units placed on this flank. As a result, the main battleline has been able to deploy closer to the centre of the table, without risk of the harassing units getting
behind it.
Summary: Key mindset changes to take away
• Analyse formations after your games. Run through specific fights that occurred (or could have occurred).
Where would a change in formation (by either player) have made a difference to the outcome of a fight?
• Don’t do things by default or on autopilot. Pay attention to formations and keep asking yourself questions:
should I change my formation, what is the gain, what are the potential problems, where should my characters go.
• Make lots of spare movement trays for different formations and bring them to your games .
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AVATARS OF THE SEVEN

Article by Tunasandwichify

After being introduced to the HATE minis, I decided to go about making a “Doombus.” My idea was to use
these characterful models each representing one of the seven Dark Gods: 6 Forsworn and one Doomlord.
I read through the Legendary Army Book (LAB) background and tried to use that to influence the models,
conversions and the colour scheme applied to each. I used the stories on pages 9-15 and the “Banners of the
Gods” section on page 82. The following is the end result.

First up is my Doomlord. Who better to
lead the Avatars of the Dark Gods than the
Avatar of Savar, God of Pride (I doubt he’d
let it be any other way)? I saw the Tyrant
model and instantly knew he was their
leader. The idea of the bone crown was the
first conversion I decided to do. Something
to make him look extremely regal. He already towered over the other models, but
I wanted him to really stand over the rest,
towering over the entire unit. So I added
a stone platform for him to rise above all
others. I also added his Trophy rack using
horns from the GW Warrior Chariot kit.
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Next up is Envy, Avatar of Kuulima! I went with a model that I felt was out of place from the rest of
the human looking models. I found the goat man model and felt he would embody the envy of his
brethren. Being the only one that looked out of place, longing to be like them. I added plenty of other
random pieces of equipment from kits that I had lying around. Looking at the artwork from the Background team, Warriors of Envy accumulate equipment from their defeated foes; Equitanian helms and
Dwarven hammers, etc. With reference to this, I had to add some outlandish kit on him. I also added
Kuulima’s symbol to his stolen shoulder pad and his cloak is a dark green, the color of Envy.
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Hungry for more? Akaan sure is! I had two different ideas for the Gluttony
model. But in the end, I felt this guy was perfect. One of the smaller Warrior models for his faction even has a bucket of body parts (hence the inspiration for this guy’s body bucket) he totes around. Again, his paint job
was influenced by Banners of the Gods section in the LAB. Browns and
Greens. I used Typhus Corrosion technical paint from GW on his blades
and hands to simulate dried gore on them along with some Blood for the
Blood God over the top.
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Sugulag, God of Greed, always wanting more. This
was the model that inspired me to check out the HATE
range. I saw it and instantly wanted more!! The Avatar
of Greed was fairly simple, I painted him silver and
gold and added extra weapons on him to signify their
weapon master favor trait. Even his fur cloak is gold,
think Jason and the Argonauts and the Golden Fleece.
His helm was also perfect for the followers of Sugulag,
with their Demonic visage plated in gold.
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Lust, I wasn’t sure on for the model initially. There was a lizard like model that was
much smaller than the rest of the “Princes” from the HATE box. He was very lithe
and seemed to me like he’d be a decent Avatar of Lust. But then I saw the female
model with a gimp masK and chains and it just screamed Lust. I found another female
model as well to add to the base as her “slave.” Looking at them together, the slave
girl seems rather small…but when you place a normal human next to them, you see
that it’s just the Avatar of Cibaresh who is larger than life! Painting her up was also a
challenge. I wanted a slightly darker skin tone, aiming for a more Persian look for her. I
also added the purple hair to get the Goddess of Lust’s color palette on to the model.
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Surprisingly, Sloth was the second Avatar I finished. His armor, I colored white, then rusted it
with some orange paint after a wash. His eyes
are straight black, reflecting the background
written about Nukuja’s followers. I also sculpted
Nukuja’s symbol and placed it on his shield. His
stance combined with the large hammer gives
an image of an impassive and immovable avatar.
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Last, but certainly not least, the Avatar of Vanadra, Goddess of Wrath!
I painted his armor in a dark crimson. Skulls adorn every facet of his
armor which makes this model very fitting for the Avatar of Wrath. The
armor protecting his hands are also painted black, to reflect the background for the followers of Wrath. His base is adorned with even more
fresh skulls of his foes!
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Here is the final result for the Doombus! I was able to
play 5 games at one of the largest tournaments in the
US, Buckeye Battles. I will say my Doombus definitely
held up to the hype in my eyes as the Avatars of the
Seven! They (the Doomlord) did work!

Also of note, I do believe my “Avatars of the Seven”
blog is responsible for many holes in the pockets of
my fellow WDG players, and it makes me oddly happy! Hopefully this write up inspires others to use the
9th Age background to inspire awesome conversions
or insane ideas to add to this awesome hobby/game
of ours!
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9THE AGE REVIEW

Original Article by FerrisWrites

HPM- I came across this review by FerrisWrites which is interesting as an external view of the 9th Age Game.
The review is in three parts, the second of which we will feature in the next 9th Scroll. If you want to read it
right away, you can find it on their website: https://creatorconsortium.com/
The 9th Age: A New Warhammer Fantasy Battles?

The 9th Age website has just been updated with its
new, atmospheric and well-presented website, so it
makes sense to take a look and see what all the fuss
is about.
So, welcome to what will be a 3-part series reviewing
the 9th Age. In the first part I’m going to be looking at
the game association as a whole, discovering its foundations and ethos. I’ll also be looking at the rules and
judging them for how accessible they are to veteran
and new war-gaming players.
In the later articles of this series, I’ll be looking into
the theme and world lore and taking a look at some
of the army lists available. My focus there will be
comparing Games Workshop’s old High Elves to the
Highborn Elves of 9th age, and the old Empire to that
of the Sonnstahl Empire.
Finally, I’ll get a few games under my belt and draw
some comparisons to the old Warhammer Fantasy
Battles for the final episode. This should be the culmination of the mini-series and maybe somewhere
along the way I’ll convince you to try a few games for
yourself!

A month ago, I wrote an article on why I was giving
Age of Sigmar (AoS) a second look. The response was
brilliant - we managed 9K hits with a variety of reader interaction. Some of that interaction was, understandably, hateful. I addressed the comments, which
seemed to suggest I was being paid to paint Games
Workshop (GW) in a brilliant light.
In the same section of comments however, I was approached by Piteglio, founder of Veil of the Ages, one
of many 9th Age supporting companies. I was asked,
assuming I was impartial, whether I would review
the 9th Age, a community created by not-for-profit
groups of tabletop war-gaming fans.
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What is 9th Age?
In some western cultures, if you cannot find exactly
what you’re looking for, you should have a go at making it yourself - this is the core of the foundation of
the 9th Age. When GW shut down their much-loved
Warhammer Fantasy Battles the gaming community
around it had an emotional time. When Games Workshop introduced Age of Sigmar many of the players
felt aggrieved, and to some degree I agree with them.
To challenge the absence of a much-loved tabletop
war-game, a small group of self-motivated players
decided to revive their fondness of WFB by creating
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Why is this important, I hear you ask?
Unlike like most war-games, 9th Age is not run for
profit - they don’t even supply miniatures for the
game they created and developed which, importantly
for the players of this game, means the tabletop wargame is balanced: there is no need to create better or
tougher armies to sell alongside newly released miniatures. No power creep here (looking at you, Games
Workshop!) It also inspired a huge run of small independent miniature model companies, creating a staggering amount of new and unique looking tabletop
miniatures.

something of their own. 9th Age was born.
In a nutshell, the 9th Age is:
• A tactical, rank and file tabletop battle emulation
in a pseudo-medieval fantasy world.
• Maintained by hundreds of passionate players
from all over the world.
• Totally free to get your hands on the rulebooks
and supplements, forever!
• Designed with precision for tournament gamers,
yet easy to access for casual and narrative.
Initial Misconception
When I first heard of 9th Age, we played Warhammer and Dungeons & Dragons (among other games).
When we realised that the 8th Edition WFB was going
to be the last, we started looking for something alternative. One housemate stumbled upon 9th Age.

Best of all, it means the army book / army lists are inspired by the background, the world setting. Imagine,
a world rich in lore and strife with well represented armies and politics? Seems too good to be true doesn’t
it? Well, it took a number of years for Warhammer
Fantasy Battles to develop its own rich lore, so why
can’t 9th Age? In fact, 9th Age has more people working on it than probably ever entered the boardrooms
of Games Workshop HQ (uncited opinion).

The documents and rules were still in their infancy
and there was a quick series of changes which made
us feel the game was not yet stable. We dropped 9th
Age and investigated different ideas (or in fact, kept
playing 8th edition WFB).
Looking back, we should have realised that 9th Age
was still in its infancy and going through a series of
developmental changes, some of which I suspect was
hindered by in depth balancing and potentially some
copyright laws.

So, who are 9th Age?
The 9th Age was created and developed by 6 competitive fantasy battle enthusiasts, coming from 5
countries around the globe. That was 2015, now
270 members work towards developing the 9th Age
across 29 countries. That’s pretty staggering.
What is most remarkable is that this association of
likeminded enthusiasts work for free. No one, at any
level, earns money or fame for their hard work. There
is no formal company and members are not expected to work too hard deadlines. Of course, some of
them have experience in their particular areas, but
as a whole, the association is free running, headed
by an executive board who put the whole lot into one
efficient package.

Armies & Factions
Enough about who and what, let’s take a look at the
game itself! I'll address some of the questions I have
or have been asked:
Can I play my favorite fantasy army?
Yup. Totally.
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Currently 9th Age have 16 “army books” to play with.
Each one is free and available from the 9th Age download page. They are currently all black and white,
and mostly easy-print PDF documents with a couple
of more detailed files as optional downloads. Did I
mention they were free? Check out the Warriors of
the Dark Gods, Deamon Legions and Sylvan Elves full
colour PDF books! They are big, but there is some
seriously good artwork and background information
there!
The list of available army lists includes (in no particular order):
1. Daemon Legions
2. Sylvan Elves
3. Undying Dynasties
4. Warriors of the Dark Gods
5. Beast Herds
6. Dread Elves
7. Dwarven Holds
8. Empire of Sonnstahl (think state troops)
9. Highborn Elves
10. Infernal Dwarves
11. Kingdom of Equitaine (think knights & peasants)
12. Ogre Khans
13. Orcs & Goblins
14. Saurian Ancients (think lizard nations)
15. The Vermin Swarm (think rats, rats everywhere)
16. Vampire Covenant
On top of this list, there’s also the Asklanders and the
Makhar which are supplementary armies (currently I
believe they are under review). There’s also a quick
guide to playing your first game, spell cards, printable terrain and an arcane compendium among other
helpful and totally free downloads to get you started.
Finally, you can get everything in one solid document,
but I wouldn’t recommend you print it out…
Are the different armies up to date or will they
change quickly?
With the exception of the last two (Asklanders &
Makhar) all of the books are up to date. More importantly, they will not be changed for around 4-5 years,
meaning tournament players can rely on stability and
casual players benefit from being able to collect and
use only what they want.
Game Mechanics
Tthis is for me where the nostalgia really started to
kick in. You remember when you first picked up a book
for Warhammer Fantasy Battles and you had no idea
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how it worked, but you had the feeling that you were
holding something esoteric and world changing?
That’s what I got from perusing the game mechanics.
From what I could tell, everything was there that a
much younger (90's) version of myself became totally enthralled in. Armies are built based on a points
system (or an amount of gold, if like me you prefer
a more narrative theme), with elite troops costing
more than standard troops. The design of the army
starts around the leader and their entourage, with a
percentage of your points allowed for certain types
of troops.
The commander type characters are faceless compared to Warhammer, because the 9th Age tries to
keep them realistic. They even point this out in their
design statement: characters should be “folklore heroic” and not literal monsters of the battlefield, something which unbalanced the later editions of Warhammer Fantasy Battles.
How hard /easy is it to learn?
This is a good question. If you are or were a player
of Warhammer Fantasy Battles, you will feel totally
at home. 9th Age harkens to the days where Warhammer Fantasy Battles was still balanced and made
sense to the majority of its players. With the exception of names and phrases in the rulebook, I would argue 9th Age holds all the robust parts of Warhammer,
with some better modifications for clarity and brevity
on the tabletop. And of course, the game follows a
clear turn based system which most tabletop gamers
will be comfortable with.
For totally new players, it can be quite a steep learning
curve, but then so too were most tabletop war games
of the time (with the exception of games like Age of
Sigmar Skirmish, which I believe is a great introductory game to tabletop war-gaming). If you’re totally new
to war-gaming, I suggest you read the next section.
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How accessible to new players is it?
Fortunately, there is a 9th Age beginners quick-guide,
which talks you through the basics in easy to digest
chunks. All you need is some paper, pencils, measuring rule and dice to get your started. This really appealed to me because you don’t need to spend any
money before you start the game. You could set a
game up on your bedroom floor or kitchen table with
some cut-out squares and some random items to act
as terrain. So long as you label your paper and cut
them to the right size to represent units, you’ve not
got anything to hold you back.

businesses creating miniatures in the glowing wake
of 9th Age’s comet. You can find a list of these supporting companies on the 9th Age forum as well as
using the forum to communicate direct with the companies.
Their online magazine also has a spot-light for gamer's armies, in which it shows how some players mix
and match from different model companies to create
their own unique looking forces. That said, if you have
a preferred supplier of miniatures, then feel free to
buy solely from them. That's the great thing, you don't
have to buy from a monopolized supplier - you get to
shop around to fit your own budget. This is doubly so
for old Warhammer players, since you've already got
your armies, so you don't need to get more!

Running alongside the quick start guide there are
some example army lists which you can print out and
use. All the choices are made for you, so if you don’t
know how to create a balanced army, you can use
these. It’s a bit like using pre-made characters in Dungeons & Dragons - everything you need is there.
You really don’t need to spend time buying, gluing
and painting anything until you’re absolutely sure you
want to get involved. It also means you get to try out
different army compositions or entirely new factions.
For me, this is great because there was nothing worse
than buying into a Warhammer army and then realising they were completely under powered and your
chances of success were limited based on your poorly
informed decision!

Auf deutch, mo poppet, grazie!
English not your first language? Don't worry - I forgot
to mention that the 9th Age is translated in several
languages, including:
English, French, German, Spanish, Italian and Polish...
With work being carried out for translations into Chinese (presumably Mandarin), Russian, Serbian and
potentially Korean. Again, this is staggering because
all this work is being done for free - it's amazing what
people can do when they share their passion for
something.

I may need help creating one those army lists...
It has been pointed out in the comments that the 9th
Age is fully compatible with BattleScribe (we reviewed
BattleScribe a while ago). BattleScribe is community
driven and contains data for just about every tabletop
game that requires army building lists. If you're new
to war-gaming, check it out, it'll make you 9th Age
army lists much quicker and likely more accurate too
(and you can export and print out those lists for ease,
with all the data you need).
Is it a tournament game or a casual game?
It seems, from what I can tell, to be a game designed
for both. As I mentioned previously tournament players will enjoy the precision of the game, while not
locking out new or casual players. You can play small
games and large games wherever you are.
Where can I buy miniatures for 9th Age?
The other great thing about 9th Age is that you can
use whatever miniatures you like, so long as they
fit the scale, which is around 28mm miniatures. As I
mentioned earlier, there are massive amounts of new
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Final Thoughts
• So far, I’m getting a good vibe from 9th Age.
• It feels much more robust than it did several years
ago.
• There is loads of intra- and inter-faction choices,
meaning you can build an army up that fits your
play style or preferred narrative theme.
• It’s completely free, and despite this, has a very
solid feeling to it, which promises fair, balanced
and a fun gaming experience.
• It seems to have the finesse for tournament or
competitive players.
• It’s accessible to brand new players
• The quick start guide is easy to follow, and you’ll
be playing your first game(s) within an hour if you
put your heads together.

So, will the 9th Age still have me keen to learn more?
Do the factions suitably feel like the much-loved armies
of our youth? What does the game actually play like, how
long and quickly can you pick it up..?
That’s it for part one! If you’ve got any questions for the
next article, where we’ll be looking at the world lore and
the factions in more detail, leave a comment and I’ll try to
address them as much as I can!
You can find me @FerrisWrites for Twitter, via our Facebook Page!
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The Journal of Leonora Dimitriou
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Daemon Legions
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Set 1 - Gunrat Conversion Set

Set 2 - Globerat Conversion Set

L IVE ON KICKSTARTER NOW:

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/battlebits/battle-bits-ratmen-conversion-parts
As part of supporting the 9th Age, we are looking for ideas for parts you are missing in your
armies. If you have any ideas that we turn into parts, you will receive a set totally free of
charge!
For more updates check out our company blog in the forums or follow us on facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/battlebits1
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MAKING MOVEMENT TRAYS

Article by Adaephon_Delat

For years i have been making movement trays for myself. I have dozens of self-made movement trays in various sizes. It is a very easy and cheap method and perfect for beginners!
So this is how they will look like when we're finished:

1. For the first steps you will need wood glue, a wooden sheet (I like it as soft as possible and so took cottonwood wallsheet), a pencil, a ruler, a cutter-knife
or a saw and kebab sticks. Then you have to measure which rank and file your tray should have. I used
some dwarves to measure a 8x3 20mm movement
tray. I also made a 7x4 20mm movement tray. It is important to not just make it 8 x 20 mm broad. Make it a
little bit broader so you don't get problems ranking up
your models. Keep space for the kebab sticks which
you'll use as an edging on the front and on the sides.
Cut it out and then use sandpaper to clean up splinters and make the sides smooth.

A

B

C

D
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E

G

F

2. Cut the kebab sticks , two for the front and two
for each side.

3. Glue them on the sides of the movement tray using the magical wood-glue. It's white, but magic will
make it translucent when dried. Wait until the glue
dried a bit and then glue the other sticks on the already glued ones. Clean up glue that flew inside the
base with a kebab stick. Afterwards wait until the
glue is dry.

H
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4. Now you need grainy sand. I stored mine in a beautiful plastic box. I also used some tiny stones on the
8x3 movement tray. You can also use other bits like
skulls, barrels etc. Put glue on the sides of the movement tray and spread it everywhere using your forefinger, best tool for base building! Do not put glue on
the inner side of the edging. Then throw stones, bits
and sand on it until you're pleased, shake it and clean
up the inner side of the edging again. Also clean it at
the bottom (with your forefinger) so it can lay down
even. Then wait until the glue-sand-mix is dry.
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5. Take some wall color (you get it cheap at a hardware store). Paint the MT brown and wait until the
color is dry.

S

6. Next is white wall color, which is also very cheap.
Dry brush the base with the white color.

U

T

7. Now it is time for static grass (yeah it's artificial).
Put on some glue on the edging and glue some static
grass on it. If you like you can also glue some happy
little bushes on the edging.

V
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X
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8. Your base is ready now, but I also like to glue some
metal-foil on it, so my magnetized miniatures won't
fall.

9. Tada!
Hope you liked it.
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MYMINIREPORT REPORT

Article by Henrypmiller

I stumbled across MyMiniReport on kickstarter a few months ago. MyMiniReport is essentially an app for
making battle reports. Since it has been successfully funded and the product released. As a backer, I have had
my hands on this now for a while and have had chance to play around with it. I will be doing a review of the
software and its usability and finally show you a battle report I created using the software.
Features
The first option you have when creating a report is
the template. You can choose the number of rows in
your report and the shape and size of all the boxes.
In the following report, I tried to mix it up as much as
possible, but I found that the pictures I was taking of
the battlefield lent better towards the wider angled
boxes and the close ups tended to be better with the
narrower boxes.

When you have chosen the picture you want to use,
you can add captions and text boxes in various forms.
The text is automatically resized based upon the size
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you choose and you can move them into place. Once
you have placed items, they cannot be deleted but
one way around it is moving them out of shot. It would
be better with a delete button but still is manageable
once you work it out. Therefore the interface is a little
clunky to get used to. What would make the text box
feature would be more options such as square corners on the text boxes, different width of boarder and
different colours other than white. Currently it is just
a standard size.

There are also speech bubbles which can add a lot of
character to your reports. The interface for typing in
the speech bubbles and text boxes is pretty easy and
well-integrated.
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Image provided by @The Lens Viking ▲
There are a number of features on the menu panel.
Some of them I have not
managed to figure out what
they do. I think a manual or
info/help page might be useful to explain how to navigate
the features of the app. Nevertheless, those that I have
managed to get to work are
relatively self expalnitory.
As well as the speech and text
functions, there is also the
animation tool. This has lots
of different pictures to overlay your images such as blood
splats, explosions, “woosh”
motions, etc.
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For those moments when the dice go well or really
badly, you can also superimpose dice onto the picture. While normally you will take a picture of the
dice to illustrate your point, this is another feature
that can add to a frame.

Lastly, you can also add turn numbers and points
as you go with the built in scoreboard overlay. For
9th Age this isn’t too important unless you want to
keep track of victory points as you go. Nevertheless,
it could be used at the end of the game to display
points. You can also use the “seals” to display turns in
a nice way if you like.

MyMiniReport declined to do an interview until they have fixed
a couple of the bugs in the current version of the software. This
they are currently working on. Nevertheless, I recommend downloading the app if you want a fast and easy way of doing your battle reports in a fun comic book-like format. Check out MyMiniReport on the app store both for Android and Apple phones.
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NØRDCON: TABLETOP 2019

Article by Henrypmiller

I will allow myself a little bit of shameless self-promotion for a tournament I am running in Copenhagen on
the 12-13th of October. Two years ago, the tournament was named “Giant Fanatic” and it was one of the
biggest in Scandinavia. Since the withdrawal of the Fanatic brand to the tournament, we are attempting to
keep the dream alive by teaming up with Nørdmarket.
As well as 9th Age Nørdcon is running tournaments
across all game systems including 40K AoS, Kings of
War, Horus Heresy, Infinity and holding D+D games.
Tickets are available for all game systems here:
https://nordmarked.dk/event/nordcon-tabletop-2019
The 9th Age - Why will this tournament be different
to any other?
Nørdcon is the direct successor of Giant Fanatic and
we are striving to continue the same traditions. Giant
Fanatic was always a hobby tournament with strict
painting requirements and a lot of soft scores. This
year I wanted to do it slightly different. My idea was
to try and allow everyone to join the tournament, reNørdmarket hold regular flea markets for nerd-things, gardless of painting ability/prerogative. While at the
be it miniatures, video games, craft alcohol, comic same time, keeping the emphasis on painting score
books and everything you can think of that would feel and rewarding those who bring nicely painted armies.
at home in a man-cave. That is why I am hoping NørdFor this reason, we are having 0 painting requirements
con will be a little different from Giant Fanatic.
this year. However, we are giving prizes for “Best PaintThe basic idea is as follows.
ed in Race.” This I hope will encourage people to crack
• Friday - A fully fledged Nørdmarket in conjunction out the paint brushes and try and win some awesome
stash from some of our sponsors (more on this later).
with the Danish “Culture Night.”
Culture Night happens in Copenhagen once per year Further encouragement to bring painted armies is
and is essentially a night where you can buy one tick- that the soft score remains, and each army will be
et and get in for free or at a reduced price for all the judged and given a score between 10 and 20. If you
events and culture-spots in the city. Nørdmarket will have an unpainted army, you will get a 0.
be holding a night of “nerd activities,” markets and You can find our tournament pack here:
board games at the venue in the city center. The https://www.dropbox.com/s/0kyvmw10zkfg13g/N%C3%B8rdcon%202019%20Tournament%20
event will be open to the public.
• Saturday and Sunday – Tabletop Tournaments for Pack.pdf?dl=0
all Game Systems!
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ISSUE #017 - SEPTEMBER 2019
Scenario Pack
As with all Giant Fanatics in the past, there has been
a quirky twist on the game to make the tournament
a little more special. This year is no different. While
I didn’t want to make the game too different from a
standard 4500-point game, I have added some scenarios which will hopefully add some spice to the
tournament. My goal is to make people think about
their lists a little more and not just bring the same old

netlist and have some games of 9th Age that are a
little different to your regular 4500-point game.
I have striven to make the scenarios fair and balanced
for both sides and I think the scenario pack achieves
what it has set out to do. You can read the five scenarios at the link below:
h t t p s : / / w w w. d r o p b o x . c o m / s / z c e b a s 8 p 6p0y070/N%C3%B8rdcon%202019%20Scenario%20
Pack.pdf?dl=0

Sponsors
To accumulate a decent sized stash box for the 16
faction prizes (as well as the regular tournament prizes) I have scoured the 9th Age forum for supporting
companies. I must say I am very impressed with the
generosity of the companies and manufacturers that
have pledged support for Nørdcon! It just goes to
show how the 9th Age has brought about a golden
age of miniatures. I would just like to take this opportunity to again thank all of our sponsors so far! It is
much appreciated and highly valued when we can
add to an event with such high-quality prize support!
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DOWNLOAD THE 9TH AGE RULE SET FOR FREE AT
THE-NINTH-AGE.COM
AND BRING YOUR ARMIES TO THE TABLE

